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INVESTIGATION: PEOI-021 DATE OPENED:, 06/28/01
SUBJECT: Inadvertent Roll-away in Reverse When Parked DATE UPGRADED: 1 /0 1
PROMPTEDBY: IEOI-019
PRINCIPAL ENGINEER: Peter Kivett

(EA01-MANUFACTURER: DaimlerChrysler Corporation
MODEL: Jeep Grand Cherokee
I
I
MODEL YEARS: 1995-1999
VEHICLE POPULATION: 1,334,631

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: Drivers allege that they place the vehicle into PARK while stopped on a
level surface and at some time after exiting the vehicle (this time varies from seconds to more than a
couple of minutes), the vehicle begins to roll-away in REVERSE.

FAILURE REPORT SUMMARY

ODI MANUFACTURER TOTAL

ALL COMPLAINTS: 414 348 762

CRASHES: 153 192 345

INJURIES: 121 48 169

FATALITY: 4 3* 5*

WARRANTY: N/A 74,320 74,320

DESCRIPTION OF FATALITY (*): ODI believes that only one of the reported fatalities from

DaimlerChrysler is consistent with the alleged defect, narrowing the total to 5 fatalities.

ACTION: The Preliminary Evaluation has been upgra cd1to,,anEngineeringAnja1ys.
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SUMMARY:
ODI opened the Preliminary Evaluation based on 48 complaints for model year 1995-1999 subject

vehicles. In most cases (29 out of 48), owners alleged that the engine was left idling and unattended while

the vehicle self-engaged in PARK and moved backwards under power. These 48 vehicle roll-away
incidents resulted in 32 crashes and 14 injuries. Since the PE was opened the VOQ complaint number has

risen to 414,With 153 crashes and 121 injuries, for 1995 through 1999 Jeep Grand Cherokees.

Furthermore, ODI became aware of 4 fatalities alleged to have resulted from the vehicle's inability to stay
in PARK. Also, ODI identified 103 complaints for the 1993 and 1994 Jeep Grand Cherokees, that were

consistent with the alleged defect.

DaimlerChrysler reported to ODI that they received 348 complaints, including 192 crashes, 48 injuries and

3 fatalities for the 1995 - 1999 subject vehicles. ODI's review of material related to the 3 fatality incidents
submitted by DaimlerChrysler found that only one was consistent with the alleged defect.

Compiling all the information between ODI and DaimlerChrysler, there are 762 consurner complaints,

alleging 345 crashes, 169 injuries and 5 Fatalities.

COMPLAINT DESCRIPTION:
ODI interviewed 15 complainants who alleged that between 5 to 30 seconds after shifting to PARK, the

transmission engaged REVERSE (ODI was unable to contact owners alleging longer intervals between

shift sequence and the roll-away event). Two consumers mentioned during the interviews that they heard a
"clunking" noise, which suggests they heard the transmission employ PARK. . None of the consumers

removed the key from the ignition prior to the incident. All of the consumers interviewed said they were

on level ground.

In July 200 1, an ODI investigator met with a Chrysler field engineer at a Jeep Chrysler dealership in

Virginia to inspect a complaint vehicle. The purpose of the inspection was to duplicate the complaint

description of the vehicle going into REVERSE after being shifted into the PARK position. The ODI

investigator was. able to duplicate the complaint. The vehicle engaged REVERSE while it was in the
PARK position at the shifter bezel (Figure 1). A sequence of events occurred before this phenomena.

First, the shifter button was depressed. Second, the vehicle was shifted through REVERSE into PARK

while the engine was running. Third, half of the orange indicator was visible in the PARK window of the

shifter bezel. Fourth, the shifter button was released. After 10 to 25 seconds the vehicle engaged in
REVERSE. The vehicle was then put on a lift at the dealership and inspected from below. All the

linkages appeared to be properly adjusted and in good condition. It is worth noting that the first sequence

of tests of the vehicle were performed on a steep incline with no PARK-to-REVERSE failures. During the
portion of testing that the ODI investigator experienced the PARK-to-REVERSE phenomena, the vehicle
was on flat ground. A total of three PARK-to-REVERSE failures occurred.
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Figure I

SUBJECT COMPONENT:
Model year (MY) 1993 was the first year of the Jeep Grand Cherokee. It utilizes a floor-mounted shifter
and a. set of cables to mechanically shift the transmission. The key must be in the ignition, the service
brake must be engaged and the shifter button must be depressed for the vehicle to be shifted out of PARK.
The only other time the shifter button is required in the shiffing sequence is to shift from NEUTRAL to
PARK. Each gear corresponds to a bezel window that, when illuminated, indicates the transmission
position to the driver.

DESIGN CHANGES:
From MY 1993 to 1998 the Jeep Grand Cherokees were badged under the ZJ models. Starting in MY
1999 the WJ models were introduced. In 1995 four revisions were made to the subject components
including:

1) added foam sleeve to the shift cable;
2) revised lever design utilizing the same geometry;
3) changed the routing of the PARK interlock cable; and

4) revised the shifter to improve the assembly process.

In MY 1998 there was a valve body change to accommodate a new filter and pan design. Additionally, the

housing and shifter assemblies were chrome plated. The WJ models incorporated major changes to the

shifting mechanisms and housing components producing six part number changes.

WARRANTY CLAIMS:
A total of 74,320 warranty claims were filed associated with the subject components. Three of the 17

warranty labor code options accounted for 73 percent of the total warranty claims in DaimlerChrysler's
submission:

1) bezel, gearshift lever - replace;
2) valve body - replace; and
3) shifter cable - adjusted.
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PEER VEHICLES:
Analysis of ODI data for MY 1993 through 1999 subject and peer SUV's shows that the subject vehicle
PARK-to-REVERSE experience is more than five times greater than the closest non-DWmlerChrysler
vehicle.

PARK-to-REVERSE Incident Rates for Peer SUVs: ODI Data
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DAIMLERCHRYSLER'S POSITION:
"DaimlerChrysler believes that the virtually universal 'causal or contributory 

factor' of unintended vehicle
movement in the subject vehicles is the driver's decision to exit the vehicle with the engine running and
without trying to remove the key (which ensures the vehicle is in "PAIW') or setting the parking brake.
DaimlerChxysler is unaware of any vehicle design from any manufacturer that is not theoretically
susceptible to unintended vehicle motion under these circumstances." 

According to DaimlerChrysler
thirty-eight states have passed laws requiring drivers to turn the engine off before exiting the vehicles and
twenty-eight states require that the key be removed before the driver exits the vehicle.

SCOPE:
This Preliminary Evaluation involved MY 1995-99 Jeep Grand Cherokee vehicles. The scope of the
investigation will be expanded to include MY 1993 to current production, based on 0D1 analysis of field
experience and part usage.

Complaint and Crash Rates for
1993-2001 Model Year Grand Cherokee (per 1 00k), 0131 Data
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ACTION:
ODI will upgrade the Preliminary Evaluation to an Engineering Analysis to fin-ther evaluate the safety
consequences of this issue.
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